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Questions are welcome! 



OUTLINE 
 
  

•  Introduction to Engineering Physics (EE) 

•  What do they do? 

• What are the programs and how do we fit? 
  
 

•  Nano-technology 
  
 



B.Eng. In   Engineering Physics 

•  A fundamental education which is suitable for our 
rapidly-changing technological world 

•  Focus on the physics of optics, photonics and 
integrated circuits, which are fundamental to the 
infrastructure of modern society 

•  Careers in research and development 
•  From pure physics to pure engineering. 



B.Eng. In Electrical Engineering 

•  Broad field that provides graduates with a great deal 
of flexibility 

•  Our program generally reflects the technology-
driven industry in the Ottawa area 

•  With a wide range of elective courses in integrated 
circuit design and fabrication, telecommunications 
systems, and computer hardware and software. 



Analysis and design of systems,  circuits 
and devices used to transmit, store, and 
process information/energy. 

Hardware à Software 

Electrical Engineering What does it   do? 



ECE Programs – Carleton 

Engineering Physics 

Department of Electronics Department of  
System and Computer Engineering 

The Programs 

The 
Hardware-
Software 
Spectrum 

Lead 
Department 

More Hardware Oriented More Software Oriented 

Communications Engineering 

Biomedical and Electrical Engineering 

New 

Electrical 
Engineering 

Computer Systems 
Engineering 

Software 
Engineering 

Sustainable and Renewable Energy Engineering 



A 

System-level Design 

Circuit-level Design 

Device-level design 
+ 
Software 

Hierarchal Design – From small to big 



From Idea to Reality 

Design 

Test Fabricate 



Technological Revolutions 

•  Electrical Engineers have been at the heart of a 
number of revolutions in technology 

•  These paradigm shifts have radically changed the 
way Society functions  

•  Two examples  
•  Electronic/communications 1950-1990 
•  The Internet 1990-Now 
 





Nano Technology 



We already do it! 



OR Something just as good! 



But this really is nano 



Photonic (light) and Nano 



What can it do? 
 

•  Better communications 
•  More efficient solar cells 
•  Faster computers – artificial intelligence 
•  Stronger lighter materials 
•  Bio/medical engineering 

•  Who knows! 
 


